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EVALUATION

Hughes has done an excellent job in applying the ell ipsometer to the problem

of nondestructive measurement of stress in silicon dioxide on silicon and silicon on

sapphire. The development of multiangle ellipsometry for this purpose and to

measure the interphase layer between the film and its substrate was an exclusive

Hughes development. They not only investigated and stressed the strong points of

the technique, however, they also investigated the limitation of the method. As a

result of this contract a significant step forward has been made in ellipsometry and

its application to nondestructive in-line testing. The technique permits

self-standardization in that no external standards are required for comparison. It

can be applied to the study of corrosion, impurity segregation, multilayer films,

etc. as well as oxidation and heteroepitaxy. The possiblity of obtaining

informttion on defect densities in heteroepitaxy films has been demonstrated as

well.

The Air Force as well as the other services can make use of this tool in a

myriad of ways. In particular the method may be applied to wafer selection for

silicon on sapphire processing. We expect the result will be an improvement in

yield, reliability and cost of SOS devices. This, of course, is the ultimate goal of

our basic research program in support of the RADC technical program objective

for solid state device reliability. ._____"

CLYE H ....
Project Engineer .>... ---
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

A. BACKGROUND

The increasing stringency of the speed, power, and density requirements

of military systems over the past decade has contributed to a rapid reduction

in the typical feature size of IC components and to the development of high--
2

performance technologies such as CMOS/SOS and I L. To allow semiconductor

technologies to evolve toward even smaller feature sizes and improved per-

formance characteristics, a better understanding of the physical principles

controlling semiconductor device behavior is crucial. Particular emphasis

must be placed on understanding second-order phenomena: their influence,

which could be neglected for relatively large device dimensions, increases

rapidly as IC feature sizes are scaled to submicrometer dimensions.

Mechanical stress in silicon and silicon dioxide thin films is an example

of such a phenomenon. Large stresses exist in thermally oxidized silicon
1'2

and at the interface between silicon and sapphire in SOS systems. 3 ,4 A cor-

relation between Si/SiO 2 interface state density and both stress and stress

history has been suggested.5 Defect density in oxide windows may be a stress-

dependent phenomenon. It is also known that stress in SOS films can signifi-
moiiy 6  7

cantly affect carrier mobility, energy band gap shift, and defect density at

the material interface. But in spite of such evidence, silicon IC design and

fabrication techniques have evolved with little or no regard for their effects

on film stress and subsequent circuit performance.

This report contains the results of a 12-month program, entitled

Mechanical Stress Effects in Silicon Devices, to study the correlation between

stress in silicon/silicon dioxide and silicon-on-sapphire systems and the

electrical properties of silicon and SOS devices, including those factors dur-

ing epitaxial growth and thermal oxidation of silicon films that influence

stress. We believe that this study was a crucial companion effort to the

VHSIC program under way in the Department of Defense. Investigation into the

role of interface stress in influencing such IC cost- and performance-related

parameters as defect density, interface state density, and carrier mobility is

7



essential to the complet understd.Ag .t irct a o(ri1 C.

at the submicrometcr d.i :csons requirea ic- VHiIC.

B. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

1. Stress In Thermally Grown Silicon Oxide

a. Growth Conditions

Silicon oxide films on silicon are known to become compres'-. --,

thermally grown and cooled as a result of the difference in thermal e:p.-,sioli

coefficients between the two films. '
2 The magnitude of the resultanL stress

1 9 2
in the oxide has been measured in the range 1 to 5 x 10 dyn/cn h. in gen-

eral, samples oxidized in wet 02 exhibited less stress than those oxiized ii

dry 02.1 A residual hydroxyl concentration in the oxide, which may increasv

its thermal expansion coefficient, was suggested to explain this phenomenon.

Oxide stress was observed to increase with quench rate. Viscous flow of the

oxide may cause thermal equilibrium to be reached at a temperature below the

growth temperature when the samples are slow-cooled. The oxide stress would

then be proportional to the difference between room temperature and the equi-

librium temperature, rather than between room temperature and the higher

growth temperature, thereby explaining the stress reduction. It has also be,.-,

shown5 that residual stress is lower in oxides grown at lower temperatures,

a result of the reduced cooling range.

b. Stress Relaxation

Because thermally grown silicon oxides exhibit viscous flow at tc i!-

peratures as low as 965*C, it appears possible that an anneal of an ox1 .

grown at a higher temperature might reduce residual stress by allowiTig '.
-

equilibrium to be reached between the oxide and the silicon substrat, at thi
8

lower temperature. It has been suggested, however, that a significant numt,

of interface states may be created when stress relaxation is caused by vi: .

flow.

Stress relief in deposited silicon oxide films has also been observ'e

after ultraviolet irradiation. The stress relaxation mechanism here is

believed9 to be the mobilization and redistribution of gettered oxygen atom.s;

in the oxide film resulting from the absorption of radiat ion.

8



C. Interface States

A relation between stress and interface states in the Si/SiO 2
12

system has not been clearly established. Whelan et al. found no correlation

between interface state density and either residual stress or induced stress
5

up to sample fracturing. Lane, on the other hand, has found evidence that

the interface state density decreases as stress increases. He attributes

interface states to vacancies at the Si!SiO 2 interface and correlates the

reduction in interface state density to the disappearance of vacancies during

compressive stress.

It has also been demonstrated 5 '8 that the reduction of the interface

stress through annealing can give rise to an increase in surface state den-

sity. Lane5 attributes this to the reappearance of vacancies at the inter-

face as the compression is reduced, while Ernisse and Derbenwick8 postulate

the creation of hole traps near the Si/SiO 2 interface that arise during the

viscous flow of the annealing oxide. The hole trap model also explains the

flatband voltage shift observed in stress-relieved oxides under ionizing

radiation. In this model, a net positive charge accumulates in the hole

traps at the interface whenever an electron-hole pair is created by an imping-

ing high-energy photon. This interface charge then causes the observed flat-

band shift.

d. Defect Density

Another crucial topic in silicon IC fabrication is the relation

between stress at the Si/SiO2 or the Si/Al203 interfaces and the density of

silicon surface defects. This can affect circuit performance and reliabliity

through reduced surface breakdown voltage, decreased carriei mobility, sur-

face conduction mechanisms, and surface-to-substrate shorts. The importance

of this problem is expected to increase sigaificantly as the smaller feaurc

sizes and greater packing densities required for VLSI and VHSI increase ')A

stringency of material defect requirement.0

A study of the effects of stress on !efect densit in windows open.'

in thermally grown SiO2 can serve as ., ,asis for the evaluation of stre.-

induced defect,. A further........p of such a imvestigation is the _l;inity

to consider defect denoity is :i unction of window size. Since the eLuing

9



w wn,: l iurn .,i oxides changes the SLresS distribution in tih eX,,.cd
10

* rec r0C hete; shul d b.< a 'rlie!,ttion betU1 ri window size i u ilvct Ici I i

11 1 d'-t L 1) Lt , UI te Ct S ." 3ec.,, I- Aj- t C t vary across the windw due

'he discontinuity in interracial stress at the window edges. This may

-i particular interest in VHSI and VLSI ciLcuits where the reduced size ot

.. -:tn:t windows will igni ticantly increase tie window perieuter-t,-aIrea

rali.:1, r-r2by leieraging the importnce of indow edge-related defc, -

Stress-indaced defects at the Si/SO 2 interface can increase s.rfa',:.
"2

leakage in p--n junctici devices by acting as minority carrier rccfmltnati,.:]

site,- Surface carrier mohility is also reduced due to scattering from

defect Jtes. Surface defectb ,an also cause premature junction breakdown

by distorting the electric field distribution in the junction, thereby

enhancing avalanche multipliction. Each of these effects represents a po-,eti-

tial circuit failure mechani ym the importance of which must be uval anz

minimized before any VHSI or V1LSI technllog\ can be developed.

2. Stress In Silicon-On-Sapphire

a. Growth Conditions

3
Stress in epitaxial silicon-on-sapphire has ccLn i'easured tc be

.s high as 1 x 101 0 dyn/cm 2 . The source of this interf,;i&' stress lie.n

both in the difference in thermal expansion coefficients between the two

jia!oerials as the wafers are cooled from cie growth tempe!,tuit', az weI , -;

tn an inherent mrismatch between the lattices of (100) siliccn and 1llK

• .pph Lte.

Although the lattice mri.";match at the SOS interface adds a degree ol

..<4iexi~y thaL .as lacking in the Si/SLO2 system, it appears po:s-ibi "ia

'nsiderable stress reduction oan he achieved at the SOS interface t.ohugh

. cont- ol of tile Qpit.axijl g wt' H rocCesS. Morcover, Lie lak k . i

.- ,,q~e for rapidly ev uatiti, " - ,jiaity in SOS materials has beeit in

ILlU1 i7,( :- wide problenp. ac ia k .f 10.S films ha,, beckt llea.'ua w. Lith

K i. f,,Ld bocKSdctterii,., ) i.. ,. ........ ...vtA i on; fi; V k(

611 t he techniques arc Lvdio-. and t -t iF. ikg. c(12 e I ip.s,'- I-

st ' re:i'xsurement techni,,t . i, ;cribo d in Section l2 c- ' .. e c i a, ,! Lid

dcckt3' evaluation of the ,t (eial ,, -O, devices.

iCI



b. Mobility

The piezoresistance effect, in which carrier mobility in the Si

lattice is changed when stresses are applied, has been recognized in bulk Si

for many years. Hughes and Thorsen 6 have demonstrated that the same princi-

ple applies in the SOS system by showing a good correlation between the

inisotropies in residual stress and Hall mobility in SOS thin films.

A direct correlation between stress and mobility through a piezo-

resistance effect is complicated in SOS structures by the interrelation-

ship between stress and defect formation at the SOS interface. It is known

that defect scattering can significantly reduce carrier mobility near the

Si/Al203 interface.

c. Energy Band Gap

Changes in the energy band gap of semiconductors as pressure is

applied have been studied by various authors. Bulthuis 7 demonstrated this

correlation in Si by observing changes in reverse current in p-n junction

diodes as a function of applied pressure. Bulthuis assumed a linear rela-

tionship between band gap shift and pressure and was able to measure a pro-

portionality constant of approximately -5 x 10 eV kg cm . If it is assumed

that this proportionality constant applies for the case of silicon-on-sapphire

and that stresses on the order of 10 dyn/cm 2 are observed, then a band gap

shift of approximately -0.05 eV is expected.

d. Defect Density

The large stresses observed in SOS thin films are expected to

affec, defect nucleation and propagation at the Si/Al 0 interface. Although
2 3

4:'?ectrical interaction between current carriers and SOS interface defects

,s generally avoided by restricting current flow near the surface in SOS

devices, some interaction must occur. In particular, current conduction

oin Si island edges requires interaction with these interface defects.

The problems associated with a very high defect concentration at the Si/Al 203

interface have been avoided in previous CMOS/SOS circuits by building these

circuits on relatively thick films (>0.5 iim), where good material surface

properties can be maintained, and by maximizing the ratio of surface-to-edge

conduction in order to minimize defect-related edge effects. However, the

11



reduction in feature size and the increase in packing density ass;oci.tel

with the VHSI and VLSI design trends in Loday's semnoaductor iriduSiL wil

require both a thinning of SOS ilms and an increased utilization of Si

island edges in CMOS/SOS circuits.

C. THE MEASUREMENT OF STRAIN INDUCED ANISOTROPY

The existence of stress and concomitant strain in thin oxide films

grown on silicon wafers is well documented. '
2 The elasto-optic

properties of the oxide and the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch

between the oxide and the silicon substrate have been used to estimate the
11

optical anisotropy induced in the oxide layer when the oxide cools after

growth. Other workers observed anisotropy in the oxide1 2 and an inner layer

between the oxide and the substrate. 
1 2 1 3 On the basis of our prior work

14

on the ellipsometric measurement of strain-induced anisotropy in optical

film materials, we estimated the magnitude of the ellipsometric "errors"

that would be generated in SiO 2 films grown on a silicon wafer. These

ellipsometric "errors," or anisotropic shifts, were obtained by first cal-
15

culating the Fresnel reflection coefficients from an unstrained oxide

film model and then calculating these coefficients for the strained or

anisotropic film model. These complex reflection coefficients r and r.,p s

expressed as the ratios of their real and imaginary components R /R andp s
exp(iAp)/exp(iAs), are easily represented by two variables, W and -,

16
which are directly measurable in an ellipsometer. These two variables

can be calculated for either a strained film or an unstrained film, and

this "simulated" data can be processed in a conventional ellipsometer data

processing program to obtain the film thickness and the refractive index.

These "processed" film index and thickness values are then compared with

the starting values to determine the degree of distortion introduced into

the measurements by the presence of anisotropy.

These anisotropy simulation calculations predicted significant

errors in the measurement of the refractive index of SiO films on silicon
2

at certain film thicknesses and angles of incidence. However, when a series

of experimental measurements was completed on these films, anomalies were

observed that in many cases were too large to be explained by the anisotropy

12



effect alone. In some cases, the A,, data processed in the computer would

not yield an answer. The computer data frocessing model did not represent

the anisotropic experiment accurately because it was based on a single

layer isotropic film on an isotropic substrate which ignored the existence
of te SO iner aye12,13

of the SiO inner layer 1 between the SiO 2 film and the Si substrate.x2
The presence of this film produces significant measurement errors that

mask the effect of anisotropy in the SiO 2 film.

The solution to this problem was to generate a new computer algorithm

or method of data processing based on a multipLe I.,yer !iln structure with

anisotropy in the film and the substrate. In iiing this method, the P,4

data are taken as a function of the angle of incidence I of the light on

a multiple film sample and tabulated in the computer. The various fitting

parameters, such as refractive index, aisotropy, and film thickness, are

iterated until the optimum fit to the complete , data set is obtained.

The use of multiple angle data is necessary to resolve the various anisotropv

and multiple-film effects. This method has proven to be very valuable not

only for evaluating the anisotropy induced in the thin oxide film by stress

but also for evaluating the refractive index and thickness of the SiO x
inner layer. It is the only method available that yields both types of

13
data without using wide spectral range measurements. The only limita-

tions to the method are that the number of layers must be known (1, 2, or

3) and that the film thicknesses must lie in specific ra:ge- for the

anisotropy measurement to be very sensitive.

D. KEY RESULTS

The first objective of thc proposed study w.; to dev-., an accurate

and reproducible technique for measuring th,- initerfacial .,;ress in therm.;:'

oxidized Si and in epitaxial SOS. Hlughes believed that lhe ellipsometriL

stress measurement technique was ideally '.,ited for ri'i., purpose and t;.:

fore proposed its development and u:tj i, is prn;ran. The technique,

described in detail in Section 2, i lAe and ;t r-ghtforward to a:-;,

and has the adv:'.nta.e :,,.h , , n-sre.. schemes of being nor-

destruct ive and non-, ,r, l , ;. 1, as an adv;;iiage over diffracticn ,,:h-

niques in that , .:an mea,,i- i0,nc ry tal lint . such as SiO2 .

t3



iht ullipsometiit stres,; measurement technique utilizes the uniaxial

ani.-,ropy induced in a stressed thin film to determine the amount ol

stres. at t ing AL t I.c t I IM Lu,1rid,IV. lit .I - I'~lltyt. his . o luvk- lIyud

exclusively at Hughes Rt.searchi Laboritori-s. The tr, htiiqu, is highly stlnI-

L 10e Ind had previously been used suc'sstUI lv to me-asure st ress in I i Ims

.. 2 As2Se3, AsS 3, ZnSe, and I F4 on KCI substrates. A nre complete

description is presented in Section 2.A.

The ellipsometric stress measurement terhnique was found to be a very

useful tool for measuring non-destructively the values of interria, ial stres

in both the Si/SiO)2 and SoS systems. However, each ot these structural

systems posed unique problems requiring ~odifications of existing techniques

to obtain meaningful results from ellipsometric data. Section 2.B describes

an important limitation on the sensit ivitv of the ellipsometric technique

which restricts its use to certain tiickncss ranges when measuring 3oi 1s5 ropy

in thermal silicon oxides.

Films ot silicon oxide, silicon nit r Je, and silicon on- -ilaphir wt.rv

prepared for use in thi:1 program as descr ioed in Section 2.L. Se"t iois 2.1)

and 2 .E present data obtained from ellipsometric meas-irements on t e pre-

pared oxide, nitride, and SOS samples.

Data evaluation and conclusions are summarized in Section 3. The use-

tulness of the ellipsometric technique f( : measuring 6tecss in oxide and SOS

films is :vdluated in Section 3.A. Correlations of oxide stiess with oxi-

datton and ,inieal conditions are made in Section I.B, while SIt , 3.(

discusses the results of capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements made on

erall_, oxidized samples. The stress observed in 51). waters and Its

correlation with the manufacturer's quality grading system are discussed

it, Section 3.D.

Appendix A briefly describes the expprimental techniqtx used to make

the mntilti-angle ellipsometric measiremv, nts. Appendices B and C present

thecretical analyses of the vffe, ,,t -inisotropy in the ret ract ivi, I ,t,'X ot

ti!m on its reflect,.nc it pol.it I light and of the correlitios

bltw,'en the anisotropy ;tad the st ress t, i.ns,r in the film, resfect ivel..

Append ix 1) 1:; a retrospect iv,- t ilt llm i t , i e, VOl 1 ioll o t ULId, r

standing, of the optical behiv:ir )f strained, mu til,-vel tilms and fte

14



2' .m on:omplexitv oi the anal,, t L, , L n , L! ' Tt'puI t lu

* ' .J it IIILd i/ i- hI L , . I-i7 I

Tnt. key results obtainei art Ili.. ." n "V ' tkid"

* Developed a technique measuring the optical properties ot
mult tlevw! thin fil .... nil t i--angc ,r ijsometr\. From
the observed optical prowerties, informaLton can he gained
re;iari'uig tic Lhickne.-. ind r lt a, t s :e index ,', each o, the

layers and the stresses existing in each of the film layers.

" Vzed this technique to contirm tne existence of an inner-
'ayer between the oxi ! .:! Ii ,on in t e the n .r ..

si/Si)2 system. This lavcr is between 3.3 and 5.6 4 t iii.
and lds an index at re: . I .. a.d

" ',oserved compress!',,e st , , ti! rmi i .,:I , i

in a range from b x 10F to, 2 x IW) Ivn .n, . in Vood :m,,r,

,nenLt Wita published vAiue.
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SECTION 2

EL~P~OE'iUC'lLCI1NICI1, 'ON~I IRESUL'Ib

A. FUNDAMENTAL ELLIPSOMETRY

Ani ellipsometer is often used to mea~ure the reflection coeffjcienL:

of subst rates and fims hen these substr:IteS Xnd fjIMS ir- "

their re fieCt joli propt' t ies; can hc represented I',, an amp] t x'-':,

factor for the polarizaLion state parallel to the p~ ant' ci i. 'dv. and

by a diftfe rent amliit ude and, phase tACtor t'w) tk. V ! a ~L 1 Lit

state (as shown in Figure 1). The polariZatl-i ,f roli te rn

are thuts encodeud oil LA.t: 1Ctieted light,.: 'rt ic's cat) !o ,-c'pi

siented by the relativE phase shift, - - t.ar -he two ~~~

tiIoS fft the rati,. (-K ttne aidjptucl r. I C -I 1 fh tiC it&ILS ,

tai.- P/R The ailgic-; Aild h r( ic' - thle Fre sne 1 re ~i r-

tiatl Cue ff';iC jet-; 0 L ihe ;. I I in V;ur II 1~ 1'.

ind they can be mieasurvd i i ai el I isntr by nicasuring Cit' 0 s'aia;r posi-

ions of several Optical LL11,1pnetiLS.

:1.n1 an ellipsomer. .. ten mmt ic i.; shu'wn in Figure 3 -- mon- h rormit ic

l inlearly polarized IsC.t- passed through a quarter -wave pii r 'i e.

at 450 o t h le 1, llk I. iiti ilt.nee. It is well known that rotl ling -i

1,ir 17 1!-loti t. the !I IIjAl to 0 11' w- IV,!'~ 1a te c ausev

inlidiia r, sok- i it two, orthogonal loala~dIt-

~~drizdt-, Lo .os .t ;c if iteat.~ pha-.e o.

Ie inpuit p'lar:'.'r ~ t t imth plt-i~ f WaS ' L W, r t''ont I "A 11
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'1'a~ztitn ice'terct 1-i t. 1'h~i' -,Itt , t ill ;11lte, ;1 1d

He r-,' bet t'd wave-: ;rt' n Tid. i .:: pi) 1 I 1 ' '- I V mu.- Ii If" a t pl

/it 1.t) ve't-t'r [Im t in I '~ 'id 1 o11' tIM .n 1; llI I I mi 11' r
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Figure 3. Schematic of an ellipsometer.
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Thus in the nulling type o'f ellipsonetei the o01crator measures the

parameters" ,'. and :4 by alternately adiusting tL!e input ;olarizer and

the output analyzer uni il null reading occur- i a i-eter, as shown in

Figure 3. The angular positions of the polariler and analyzer are then

recorded and processed in simple algebraic equatlo,)s to derive A and ' .

These parameters and the angle of incid.nco : are then fed into a data--

processing program which calcalates the, Fres-,el coelfciu: (,., as a

function of substrate index or as a function o1 the rettactile index and

thickness of the thin tilm. The program itcrat t ;uaes the prep-

erties of a sample by find.i-. Lhe bst m i.x.. . ti, A!- index and ti-( ckns.-

to fit the experimental values of i, J. a>, ?'is tut nique is capable

of measuring films as thin as a tew ang, tro m or as arge as several

micrometers with great act uracy. Iw, v i ti , samples are anisotrupic

or multilayered, the data evaluatWn , ,ocess n.. conlex, and measurements

made at a single angle of in.idnc-, -;iv nor f, rovide sufficient data to

unambiguously evaluate tht LayLrs. In Appendix A, we ou:iine the pro-

cedure for making ellipsomeitric measurements tuder these conditions.

When the sample under in',.,stigation contains more than a single tilr

layer or when it is an'sotropic or both, the measured ellipsometric

parameters at a siigle angle of incidence provide no clues as to the

existence of ;r:-otrogy or mulciple layers in the films. When these

parameter, .- ,,rncessed in the computer, they yield index ai.d tiue:..

values for a hypothetical single-layered isotropic flim. Tt is clear

that one ellipsometric measurement provides a set cf ., ar. ' data, ,T.

the single anisotropic lilm requires at lo.rqt ,-ur .!;itL! - , K, and

T -- to describe it completely. In the case of a layered systeM,

four or more data are needed to describe cool layer. Tr "bvious t1it

the ellipsometric data can !c increased bv taking dat3_ .,vcral a;,gl,."

of incidence (G1,,'.,2' etc.). The problem is how t m: this addtiv

data to evaluate the layers.

Our approach h I,- ecen to generate . 'hcart:t.;.- ! i "odel of the m,'a ' 1 ,,

layered film struc'ur. '.0 t 111 o 's ., the h:ub, r. aIrt, and each film , -,

to be anisotr,,pic ., U , . . . al and !-,,:nary refractive ied y

comporent ,. WI t Li i mod! les 0f thor, L i , val cs of '. an .. r "is

i C'. trm m , d t 1 v V , . o i , L',r:'.: ,. .
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ie.'st-quaT, s -rror program is used to compare the theoretical A, ,, ¢

data tables wirh the experimental A, i, data tables and to select the

3eL w th the ieast error. Because many calculations are involved in

:he "match up" process, this program was made semi-automatic, and the

_omptier operator defined the parameter search range for the iterative

Jaca analysis. In this multiple-angle ellipsometric method, the computer

operator must also know the number of layers in the film being evaluated.

Ihus, the operator selects ranges of film thickness, real and imaginary

index, and index anisotropy for each film layer, and ranges of real and

imaginary index and anisotropy for the substrate. Using these initial

parameter search ranges, a first best fit is found and the least-squares

error values for A and 1p are displayed. The operator can then iterate

on any two parameters to obtain a better second fit, third fit, etc.

until the lowest minimum is obtained. This technique has been success-

fully applied at HRL to the evaluation of a wide variety of thin-film

systems.

B. THEORETICAL SENSITIVITY OF THE METHOD

We have analyzed the sensitivity of the multiple-angle ellipsometry

technique for measuring anisotropy in films of varying thickness. The

analysis entails calculating theoretical tables of A and q, as a function

of the angle of incidence for a specific anisotropic film structure

and then processing these data in the multiple-angle ellipsometric data

processing program to obtain the best parameter fit without using anisotropy.

n effect, we start with specific substrate and film refractive indices,

5_ Im anisotropy, and film thickness values and generate a perfect set of

versus data in an anisotropic computer simulation program. Then

these data are analyzed in another computer data processing program which

finds the optimum fit to the A, data by varying the film thickness,

the film index, and the substrate index. In the latter analysis, the

anisotropy is assumed to be zero and this leads to convergence errors in

A and p. The size of these convergence errors is a measure of the sen-

sitivity of this multiple angle ellipsometric technique for detecting

anisotropy in thin films. When this simulation process is performed as

22



a function of film thickness for a single value of anisotropy, the

convergence error "results" allow us to predict those film thickness

regimes that are the best choice for measuring anisotropy, and there-

fore stress, in films.

The results of these calculations for SiO2 films on silicon are

given in Figure 4. In these calculations, an anisotropy of 0.001 was

assumed for the SiO 2 layer, and no anisotropy was permitted in the data-

fitting process. An inner layer thickness of 6 A and a refractive index

of 2.6 were also used. The refractive index of the substrate was taken

to be 3.8714 - iO.025, and the refractive index of the oxide film was

1.457. The results are presented as the convergence error in A and the

convergence error in '. It is apparent that the convergence error in

is much larger than the convergence error in ' over much of the film

thickness range. This means that the presence of anisotropy in the

film has a stronger effect on A than on ' and that errors in determining
Al

A will have a larger effect on the accuracy of the anisotropy measurement

than will errors in determining '. Also shown in Figure 4 is a horizontal

dashed line at the A, convergence level of 0.050. This represents the

experimental error in measuring A and . It is immediately obvious that

film thicknesses below 4000 A will not be useful for measuring anisotropy

because the convergence drive error in A is less than or equal to measure-

ment error, i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio is poor. Above 4000 X, there

are specific narrow film thickness regions where the convergence drive

A error signal is larger than the A measurement error signal. These are

regions where the anisotropy can be measured with good convergence and high

accuracy. The method is not inaccurate at 4,000 A, but it is marginal at

4,300 A". The first "good" anisotropy measurement region occurs at 7,000 A,

where the ratio of the convergence error to the measurement error is about

4 to I. The best anisotropy measurement region that we have found occurs

between 11,500 A and 12,000 A and it has an error ratio of about 11 to 1.

We expect that the technique will be more accurate with thicker films

because the optical path anisotropic phase shift will be higher. In Fig-

ure 4, the peaks in the theoretical curve show a monotonic increase in

A convergence drive with film thickness, which supports this hypothesis.

23
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Although the A convergence error plays the strongest role in

measuring the anisotropy, the convcgenc et i cannot u _ ignored because

it strongly affects the measurement accuracy of the other film parameters

and of the inner layer parameters. Failure to determine these parameters

accurately will affect the anisotropy accuracy.

C. MATERIALS PREPARATION

I. Oxide on Silicon

During the preparation of thermally oxidized silicon samples, growth

and anneal conditions were varied to obtain samples with differing amounts

of stress in the oxide. Table 1 shows th,. condiLJons under which each

wafer was prepared and the measured thiickneises of the resulting oxides.

In this -able, "dry" refers to oxidation In 02 ambient, while "wet" refers

to an ambient consisting of preLLoxd 02 and H2 gases. A "quenched" sample

was cooled at a rate estimated at 2000'C/min, while "unquenched" samples

saw a cooling rate of 200'L/min. All anneal cycles were performed after

the samples had cooled to room temperature, and all were slow-pulled

(unquenched). Table 2 lists the general preparation sequence for all lots.

In an effort to bring the oxide thicknesses into ranges where stress

could be measured most reliably (see Section 2.B), lot STF-3 was partially

etched back after completion of the growth cycle until an appropriate

oxide thickness was obtained. These wafers are designated in Table I as

STF-3E-IA, -IB, -2A, and -2B.

Completed wafer lots were delivered tor ellipsometric evaluation or

C-V measurement as appropriate. The results cf the ellipsometric study

are reported in Section 2.D, and the 2-V resalts are diszus;sed in Section .o.

2. Nitride on Silicon

A sample of a silicon nitride film deposited on silicon was obtained

from the Hughes Newport Beach Research C,nter for evaluation using the

ellipsometric stress measurement iucianique. This film was deposited in a

standard CVD nitride depositioi. system which employs the nitridation tf silane

in ammonia ambient at 875C. The nitride was de, osited to a thickness of 925 A.

Aida--



la.uie 1. 0xioatiou ind Anneal Conditions for Oxide Stress Samples

Wal .. Type Oxidation Conditions Anneal Conditions
Wafter Type

Temp, 0 C Time, min Wet/Dry Quench Temp, 0 C Time, min Thickness

Sli-3 -1A p 1100 420 W Y 925 15 11,820
FTF-3 -U p' 1100 420 W Y - - 11,850

STF-3 -2A 1100 420 W Y 925 30 11,680

STV-3 -2B 1100 420 W Y -- 11,720
STF-3E-IA. p 1100 420 W Y 925 15 8,090
2TF-3E-I p 1100 420 W Y - 8,090

STF-3E-2A p 1100 420 W Y 925 30 7,950
S'!F-.3E-2B p 1100 420 W Y - - 7,940

STF-11- 1 n 1100 11.5 W Y - - 1,450

STF-lI- 2 n 1100 11.5 W Y 925 30 1,490

STF-11- 5 n 1100 11.5 W N - - 1,440
STF-11- 6 n 1100 11.5 W N 925 30 1,460
STF-11- 9 n 1000 35 W Y - - 1,450
STF-11-10 n 1000 35 W Y 925 30 1,440
STF-11-13 n 1000 35 W N - - 1,510
STF-11-14 n 1000 35 W N 925 30 1,520
STF-11-17 n 925 109 W Y - - 1,540
STF-11-18 n 925 109 W Y 925 30 1,560

STF-11-21 n 925 109 W N - - 1,610
STF-11-22 n 925 109 W N 925 30 1,600

STF-12- i n 1100 32 W Y 1000 30 2,940
STF-12- 2 n 1100 32 W Y - - 2,900
STF-12- 3 n 1000 97 W Y 1000 30 2,790

STF-12- 4 n 1000 97 W Y - - 2,770

STF-13 11 1100 210 D Y - - 2,810

STF-14- 2 p 1100 210 D Y 1000 30 2,470

STF-14- 4 p 1100 210 D Y 1000 60 2,530
-'iF-14- 6 p 1100 210 D Y 925 60 2,430
-TF-14- 8 p 1100 210 D Y 925 120 2,600

STi-14-10 p 1100 210 D Y - - 2,520

>'FF- 1 5- A n 1100 26 W Y - - 2,450
!,IF-15- C n 1100 139 W Y - - 6,540
STF-15- E n 1100 261 W Y - - 9,130

ST'-15- G n - -. - 100
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Table 2. Preparation Sequence for Oxide Stress Samples

Pre-furnace clean

Oxidation (see Table 1 for specific conditions)

Cool

Anneal (see Table I for specific conditions)

Cool

Film thickness measurement (Nanospec)

3. Silicon-on-Sapphire

Preliminary ellipsometric stress measurements were made on a 2-in.,

0.5-pm-thick SOS wafer designated SOS-II. This wafer was taken from an

SOS lot of device quality wafers obtained from Union Carbide.

Subsequently, 3-in., 0.5-m-thick SOS samples were also obtained

from Union Carbide for study in this phase of the stress program. These

SOS wafers were selected by Union Carbide to represent their four grades

of material quality as determined by optical reflectance measurements.

These samples were given wafer IDs SOS-IO, -11, -12, and -13. The cor-

respondence between wafer ID and Union Carbide quality grade is shown in

Table 3. Ellipsometric stress measurements were made on these samples

as received; these results are reported in Section 2.E.

Table 3. Wafer Identification for SOS Samples

Sample Quality Grade (Union Carbide)

SOS-10 No haze

SOS-lI Light haze

SOS-12 Medium haze

SOS-13 Very light haze
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D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - SILICON DIOXIDF ON SILICON

To test the theoretical predictions of zl. anisotropy simulation

studies, several SiO 2 film experiments were performed over a variety of

oxide film thicknesses ranging from 1,500 to 11,800 A. Those experiments

that yielded the most significant results are reported here. In brief,

anisotropy was observed in samples having film thicknesses near 6500 A,
9000 X, and 11,800 A. Other film thicknesses did not yield reliable

anisotropic results, in agreement with theoretical predictions. The

presence of a transition layer between the oxide and the silicon played a

major role in interpreting the ellipsometric data.

1. Strain Annealing Experiment - 11,800 K Film Thickness

A controlled oxide annealing experiment was designed and executed

on the basis of the theoretical study, which predicted significant sensi-

tivity for anisotropy at specific film thickness values. In this experi-

ment, wafer lot STF-3, consisting of two wafers designated STF-3-1 and STF-

3-2, were placed in an oxide furnace and processed at 1100*C to produce

11,800-A-thick oxide films. The wafers were withdrawn slowly from the

furnace to minimize stress in the oxide films. Next, the wafers were

scribed and then broken into two halves labeled A and B. The A samples

were annealed at 925C for two different times: sample STF-3-lA for

15 min and sample STF-3-2A for 30 min. The results of the ellipsometric

measurements on these four samples, given in Table 4, clearly show that

annealing reduces the stress in the oxide layers and by so doing reduces

the measured optical anisotropy in the films. Specifically, the longer

annealing time for sample STF-3-2A resulted in a lower stress value for

it than for STF-3-lA.

These results, which include the measurement of stress levels

ranging from 1.4 x 109 dyn/cm 2 to 2.5 x 109 dyn/cm 2 in SiO 2 films are

the first direct measurements of anisotropy and stress in oxide films

ever obtained by ellipsometry.

An important side benefit of this experiment is the evaluation of

the refractive index and thickness of the SiO 2 inner layer which exists

28
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i ticl - i IiL I II Id the S 10 layer. If the existence of thlit layur

I i e, ed in the data analysis process, then large errors will occur in

itting the data with the result that the optical anisotropy cannot be

A I tlied. TIhuS, the appropriate values for the inner layer thickness and

iu'c.x ,iic ,:valuated by iteration in a least-squares data-processing

,ilgletLim, and then the value of the anisotropy is obtained by the same

procet-s. ticLartd iteration over all of the parameters is necessary to

obtall the optimun convergence solution, tabulated here. ThL strain in

sample STF-3-IA was reduced by 20% as compared to sample STF-3-1B by a

15-min anneal at 925'c. The strain in sample STF-3-2A was reduced by

43, a., Compared to sample STF-3-2B by a 30-min anneal at 925*C. In this

case at l-ast, the annealing effect is roughly proportional to the

annealing time.

2. Sample Etching Study

The curves presented in Figure 4 clearly show that anisotropy in an

8000-11 film would be difficult to measure because of the poor convergence

error drive level. To test this hypothesis, the samples used in the

annealing experiment were etched down to 8000 X and labeled STF-3E-IA,

-IB,-2A, and -2B (the E signifies etching). Since the stress conditions

in the sample arise from thermal expansion coefficient mismatch effects

at the interface, we assumed that the etching process could not alter

the anisotropy in the SiO2 film.

The results of measurements made on this set of etched samples is

given in Table 5. As theoretically predicted, these films showed

arilsotropies that were either 0 or at most 1/20 those of the unetched

,,amples, and the sign of the anisotropy was ambiguous. The 4 convergence

error curve in Figure 4 is also small at a thickness of 8000 X and should
lead to errors in convergence of the inner layer and top layer parameters.

Under this condition, several sets of values can be obtained for the film

parameters with approximately the same convergence error. Thus, this

film thickness regime is a poor choice for evaluating the anisotropic

properties of films using multiple-angle ellipsometric methods.
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This result verifies the theoretical predictions of high accurac',

in measuring anisotropy at some film thicknesses and low !lccuracv at other

film thicknesses. It also provides us with some guidelines for picking

the optimum film thickness for evaluating the anisotropy or the inner laver

properties. The optimum film thickness may not be the same for both

purposes.

3. A, Parameter Studies

These multiple-angle ellipsometric studies produced Fresnel retlec-

tion coefficient data in the form of the ellipsometric parameters L' and

i'. It is instructive to calculate the changes in A and 4, that occur in

an oxide sample when it is annealed. Figure 5 shows the effect of

annealing sample STF-3-1B to get sample IA. The change in ,A is as large

as 4.50 at an angle of incidence of 55° . The change in is on the

order of i at 55°* Similarly in Figure 6, the change in A. is on the

order of 4.5*, and the change in yf is on the order of 0.750 for sample

STF-3-2B annealed to get sample 2A. These changes in the parameters Ay

are gross compared to the 0.05' measurement accuracy of the ellipsometer.

This observed A(A), A(M) effect is not entirely attributable to the

annealing of stress in the samples because (1) the thicknesses of the

oxide layers (SiO 2 ) in these samples were slightly different and (2)

of annealing and partially because they correspond to different loca-

tions on the same wafers. The thickness data are given in Table 4.

To relate these changes directly to anisotropy, the same sample (not two

halves) would have to be measured in exactly the same position both

before and after annealing. This would require precision sample index-

ing equipment. However, these results on two independent samples cor-

roborate the effect of a large change in A with sample annealing. Simi-

lar sets of curves plotted in Figures 7 and 8 for the 8000 A etched

samples show changes in A and D that are less pronounced. These results

correlate with the curve in Figure 4, which shows very little error in

A and X when anisotropic data are analyzed with an isotropic model.

This reinforces the theoretical argument that strain-induced anisotropy

has a more observable effect at srme film thicknesses than at others

and has a larger effect on A than on 4.
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For completeness, we took the experimental A , l data for samples

STF-3-1A and -lB and STF-3E-lA and -lB and processed them in a standard

single-layer ellipsometer program. The results are given in Figures 9

through 12. The measured refractive indices increase very slightly with

angle for the 11,800 X thickness range films in Figures 9 and 10. For

the etched 8000 X thickness range films, the measured index values show a
large anomaly at 600. The dashed curves in Figures 9 through 12 were

generated from the best data obtained from the multiple-angle data-fitting

routine. The agreement here between experiment and theory is very good.

The refractive index anomalies in Figures 11 and 12 are attributed to

the presence of the SiO inner layer rather than to anisotropy becausex

the theoretical curve can be generated without anisotropy.

4. Anisotropy in 6500 X and 9000 X SiO Films

In Figure 4, the sensitivity of measuring anisotropy in SiO2 films

shows useful maxima at film thicknesses of 6500 A, 9000 X, and 11,800 X.
The results of the annealing experiments conducted at film thicknesses

near 11,800 X are presented above. This section presents the results of

anisotropic measurements in the other two ranges of oxide film thickness.

The results are given in Table 6. Film STF-15-E with a film thickness

of 9130 X shows an anisotropy of -0.00051, an inner layer thickness of

3 X, and an index of 2.8. Sample STF-15-C with a film thickness of 6540

shows an anisotropy of -0.00030, an inner layer thickness of 0.5 X, and

an index 3.0. Below this result, the effect of neglecting the inner layer

and anisotropy are shown. Since these films were processed for dif-

ferent growth periods at different times, they may have different anisotropy

values due to different stress levels in each film. We suspect that the

anisotropy in these films is more complicated than suggested by our per-

pendicular anisotropy model. When we aligned the sample tilt with

crossed polarizer and analyzer in the ellipsometer, the optical null that

we observed was an order of magnitude higher than that usually observed

in thinner oxide films. This could be attributed to stress gradients in

the films. Such gradients are not included in our simple anisotropy model,
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and they can lead to measurement errors. A test for the existence of this

effect will be to rotate the sample about an axis normal to and coinci-

dent with the measured spot. This rotation of the sample does not change

the region of measuremert.

The anisotropy value and the corresponding stress levels observed

for these samples are in good agreement with the measurements made on the

11,800 X films. The inner layer parameters seem to be in conflict here.

It is possible that the film thickness regions that are optimum for stress

measurements may not be optimum for measuring inner layer parameters.

5. The Limiting Film Thickness Experiment: 2500 X and 2800 A Film Thickness

The computer simulation convergence results presented in Figure 4

show that measurements made on oxide films that are thinner than 2500

should give no useful results. In fact the optimum thickness value to be

used should be in the range 2700 X +25 X. We prepared and measured

samples with film thickness values ranging from 2468 X to 2940 X to evaluate

empirically the feasibility of measuring anisotropy under this limiting

sensitivity condition. The results of this study are presented in

Table 7 for those oxide films with thicknesses near 2500 X and in Table 8
for those oxide films with thicknesses near 2800 X.

Samples STF-14-10, -14-10A, and -14-10B are different positions on

the same wafer. The two samples with the lowest 4 convergence error show

no anisotropy; the sample with the higher convergence error also shows

very little anisotropy. Since all of these convergence errors are small

and the oxide film had been processed to yield maximum strain and aniso-

tropy, we can conclude that this film thickness is a poor one for evaluating

anisotropy. This is in very good agreement with Figure 4. The same con-

clusion applies to sample STF-14-2.

Samples STF-14-4A and -14-.6A show excellent A and convergence error

levels, but one exhibits a small negative anisotropy and the other a

small positive anisotropy. These films were both prepared in the same

sample run and they were annealed for the same time period but at slightly

different temperatures. Thus they should show smaller anisotropy than
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the ST31 samples but the anisotropies should be at least a factor of 30

larger (0.004) than they are in Table 4. Again we must conclude that

this is a poor film thickness for evaluating anisotropy.

The results of measurements made on samples STF-12-1 and -12-2 are

again questionable because this is a poor film thickness for measuring

anisotropy. But from another point of view, they corroborate the theory

because they show poor anisotropy resolution at a film thickness where

it is expected to be bad. Samples STF-12-3 and -12-4 are 73 to 97

away from the optimum limiting film thickness of 2700 X. These measure-

ments, made at two different positions on each sample surface, yield

conflicting results for two points on the same sample and different

results from sample to sample. The large A and P convergence error
levels shown by most of these samples will permit a wider range of anisot-

ropy values to be fitted to the data. Thus one sample shows either 0

or a large positive anisotropy near 2700 X, and another shows either 0 or

a large negative anisotropy at a film thickness near 2700 X. The method

is again clearly not reliable at this film thickness, in agreement with

theory.

6. The 1400 X Device Type Oxide Film

Many silicon device structures arE made with oxide thicknesses of

about 1400 A. The theoretical convergence error drive studies, sum-

marized in Figure 4, show that anisotropy measurements made on films of

this thickness should be poor but that the sensitivity for measuring

inner layer parameters should be acceptable. The results are given in

Table 9. The measurements on sample STF-11-5 showed large anisotropy

and poor A, p convergence. The STF-II-5A data are a repeated measure-

ment at another sample position which showed better A, p convergence
and about half the anisotropy. This result shows that poor A, i con-

vergence levels can lead to large errors in determining the anisotropy

value. The positive sign on the anisotropy indicates that the measure-

ment is wrong because it represents the oxide film in tension rather

than compression. The results of measurements on samples STF-11-6 and
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--11 -8 rc a LIo inL .rror beku SU of tic posit i ni-i r,. ',,i

thm t heoret ical ptedict ion tor this t iIm thickness r ange is that the

ani sotropy should ht- dilt icult to observe. The easurement, on the

other hand, shows anisotropy with low " , convergence errors. Note, the

anisotropy has the wrong sign. This result is an enigma. The faint pos-

sibility exists that the oxide has a different composition because it

was grown at a lower temperature or was not strained as much as previous

samples because of its lower growth temperature, and that the positive

ani',otropy relates to a lattice mismatch strain induced anisotropy

rather than a thermal expansion coefficient mismatch effect.

7. Double Silicon Oxide Layers on Silicon

When a series of ordinary ellipsometric measurements were made on a

100 A thick SiO 2 film on silicon as a function of the angle of incidence,

a serious discrepancy in the measured refractive index of the oxide was
5

observed. These data are shown in Table 10. When these data were pro-

cessed using the multiple angle ellipsometric method and allowing for

two film layers on a silicon substrate, a new set of values was obtained

for the oxide film parameters. These values are listed in Table 11.

The oxide film index obtained by the multiple-angle method here is 1.49,

whereas in the single angle results of Table 3 it ranges from 1.56 to

1.92. This value is still larger than a value of 1.45 measured for many

other oxide samples. The value of the substrate refractive index is also

slightly different from that usually observed for silicon (3.8714 - i0.025).

It is possible that the thin oxide measured here has a slightly different

refractive index than the thicker oxides usually measured for device

work, but it is more likely that the SiO 2 layer was coated with a con-

taminant layer. If this is true, then the analysis of a three-layer

system was performed with a two-layer model, yielding some inaccuracy.

The most significant result here is the evaluation of the inner layer

with a thickness of 6 X and an index of 2.50. Finding a 6 X layer

under a 97 A layer with an accuracy of I X is very important for device

modeling studies.
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Table 1i. Multiple Angle Ellipsont-tric Evaluation ol il. on

Oxides on a ilcon Substrat v

Silicon oxide (SiO 2 ) layer thickness 97 A

Silicon oxide layer index 1.49

Inner layer (SiO ) thickness 6 A
X

Inner layer (SiO x) index "2.50

Substrate index, real part 3.858

Substrate index, imaginary part -0.003
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Table 12. Conventional Ellipsometric Measurements of the Refractive Index

Thickness of Silicon Nitride Films on Silicon

Angle P, deg A NR

70 9.1824 42.676 1.999 924.5

67.5 12.210 42.145 2.000 924.5

65 15.926 41.484 2.001 924.0

62.5 20.532 40.745 2.001 924.0

60 26.259 39.811 2.005 924.0

57.5 32.977 38.680 2.002 924.0

55 41.106 37.451 2.002 924.0

52.5 50.546 36.134 2.002 924.0

50 61.010 34.943 2.002 923.5
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E. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS- SILICON ON SAPPHIRE

Tile SOS samples were measured with a sample holder which had been

extensively modified. The modifications consisted of replacing the sample

holding vacuum chuck with a rotating stage, which also contained a vacuum

chuck. This new feature made it possible to rotate the sample during the

alignment process. This adjustment was vital in the case of SOS because

the properties of the film (especially die film thickness) vary from point

to point. Moreover, rotation of the sample- is required for alignment

of the optical axis of the sapphire substrate. If the optical axis of the

substrate lies in the plane of incidence, then the conversion of P polar-

ization to S polarization is minimized and vice versa. The presence of

polarization mixing due to sample misalignment or misorientation gives rise

to a lack of sensitivity in the nulling instrument and to significant

errors in interpreting the data.

After the sample was mounted on the rotating stage, the polarizer was

set to 00, the compensator waveplate was removed, and the analyzer is set for

900. Thi sample was then alternately rotated and tilted until the electronic

detector showed a minimum. The compensator waveplate was then installed, and

the data were obtained by the usual ellipsometric process of adjusting the

polarizer and analyzer for the lowest null.

Because of the ambiguou- iiature of the orientation flat on one edge of

each wafer, these samples were rotated to obtain four orthogonal wafer orienta-

tion positions where minimum polarization state mixing occurred; and ".,

versus data were taken at each of these angular positions. These data were

processed in the standard ellipsometer data processing routine to obtain the

refractive index and thickness at each angular position. Data are plotted in

Figure 13 for sample 10 rotated through positions 1, 2, 3, and 4. These datal

sets are labeled 10-1, 10-2, 10-3 and 10-4 for simplicity. It is evident thit

the SOS 10-I data is the best behaved as a function of angle. This character-

istic has also been observed for SiO 2 films on silicon in thickness ranges

where the sensitivity for measuring anisotropy was high.

The data from sample 10-I were analyzed in the three-layer anisotropic

program, and the results are given in Table 14. We find here a native oxide

or contamination layer 7 A thick with an index of 1 .4 on top of a 4656 A
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Figure 13. Measured silicon index versus angle for four

principle plane orientations
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silicon layer. This silicon layer has an index of 3.997 and has an anisotropy

of 0.017 in the plane of the film and of 0.073 perpendicular to the plane of

the film. (A schematic of the anisotropy geometry is given in Figure 14.)

This result corresponds to a stress four times larger across the film than

normal to the film. This large orthogonal stress in the silicon film is

caused by local Si-Al 203 interface shifts which relieve stresses and introduce

shear strain components in the plane of the film. Recently, Abrhams et al.1
7

10 2
reported enormous shear stresses, of the order of 2 x 10 dyn/cm , near

threefold interface regions of silicon, sapphire, and vacuum. These shear

stresses exceed compressive stresses by an order of magnitude. Since the

elasto-optic effect is usually smaller for shear strain than for longitudinal

strain, the effect of shear strain on the anisotropy induced in the silicon

film is smaller than that due to the longitudinal strain. Thus the observation

of a second anisotropy component with a magnitude 1/4 that of the thermal

expansion stress induced anisotropy in our experiment is not unreasonable, and

it corroborates the existence of the shear strains in silicon.

The magnitude of the major anisotropy component aA , and the minor component , B

were translated into film stress values using estimates of the elasto-optic

constants of silicon at 6328 A. Silicon materials are basically opaque at this

wavelength, and the stress optic constants have not been reported. The com-

pressive and shear stress values are thus estimated to be 9 x 109 and 2 x 
109

2
dyn/cm . The compressive stress value is in good agreement with the work of

Kamins,18 who reports values of 6 to 9 x 10 dyn/cm2 . The shear stress value

is, of course, incorrect since the shear elasto-optic tensor effect is much

smaller than the compressive elasto-optic effect.

The ellipsometric results for samples SOS-12-2 and -13-4 are also given

in Table 14. The results for sample SOS-13-4 are easily compared with sample

SOS-10-1 analyzed earlier because the convergence levels are almost the same.

The anisotropies are quite different in these two samples, and in fact the

relative sizes of the anisotropies for in the plane and out of the plane are

interchanged. This is not unexpected for SOS samples because the shear stress

is reported to vary by an order of magnitude from point to point across the

sample.17 Sample SOS-12-2 requires a large in-plane anisotropy, but the level

of convergence is poor (0.70, 0.50). It is possible that a large component of
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strain in the silicon film lies at an angle to the plane of incidence of the

ellipsometer. This would give rise to strong polarization state mixing and a

good degree of convergence.

1. Early SOS Results

Figure 15 presents the results of ordinary ellipsometric measurements

made on wafer SOS II. In these measurements, the position of the wafer was

changed three times, and the wafer was rotated for a minimum polarization

state mixing condition. The results for sample positions a, b, and c are quite

different. Of the three data sets, the sample position and orientation

labeled SOS showed the least variation with angle, and SOS IIC was the only

data set that could be crudely fitted with the programming available at that

time. Although the refractive index variation with angle for SOS IIC is about

a factor of two larger than that shown earlier for SOS 101, it is still much

smaller than that obtained for orientations Ha and lib. It is this behavior

of the measured refractive index with angle of incidence and sample orientation

angle that provides a clue as to the usability of the experimental SOS data.

After enough of SOS samples have been measured, it will be possible to identify

the appropriate orientation of the sample for best data convergence. The

confusion here is that the flat edge on the sapphire wafer is oriented at

±45' to the projection of the C axis of the sapphire. The C axis is oriented

relative to th, plane at a specific angle for best lattice matching. Thus

there are four possible sample orientations and only two can be correct. When

these early data were taken, this was not well understood and the optimum

orientation was not measured.

Another problem with the early SOS work was that the index of silicon was

kept fixed during the data processing because it was assumed that the

anisotropy was small. This prevented obtaining the optimum convergence of the

data.
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Figure 15. Measured silicon indx versu . , fr thre.e
sample orientat i(ls.
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2. Conolusions on Anisotropy in SOS

Allowing the refractive index to vary and using two anisotropies improved

the convergence, as the latest SOS data show. The combined results for the

SOS measurements lead to the following conclusions:

" Large optical anisotropy exists in epitaxial silicon films grown on
sapphire substrates, and these anisotropies are measurable using
ellipsometry.

* The anisotropy can have components along each of three coordin:,u
axes; if this coordinate system is not aligned with the plan( of
incidence of the ellipsometer, polarization state mixing wil. oc ur
and our anisotropic model will not be able to interpret tht data.

* These optical anisotropy components are generated by compressive
thermal stresses in the sapphire films and by local shifting of
the films, which allows stress relaxation and shear strain components.

" These shear strain components have large magnitudes but their elasto-
optic effect is not as large as that due to the compressive strains
generated by thermal stress. Hence the change in refractive index
generated by shear stresses in the film are not to be simply com-

pared with the changes in refractive index due to thermal stress.

" This ellipsometric method developed for evaluating stress in SOS
films has led to an evaluation of the anisotropy in these films and
can be further exploited as a tool for evaluating the quality of

these films.
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SECTION 3

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

A. ELLIPSOMETRIC STRESS MEASUREMENT

The goal of this investigation was to develop an ellipsometric method

for measuring stress in single-layered thin oxide films on silicon. We

achieved this goal and in the process also developed a method for evaluating

double-layered optically transparent films. This was needed because the

thermal oxide grown on silicon is composed of a thin SiO transition layer andX

a thicker SiO 2 layer. The multiple-angle ellipsometric measurement system

developed here is capable of evaluating the thickness, index, and anisotropy

of the oxide layer as well as the index and thickness of the transition layer.

The method is limited to specific film thickness regions for good accuracy in

measuring the anisotropy in the oxide, but it works almost everywhere in

evaluating the other parameters.

This method has also been modified in order to evaluate three-layer

films and - ias been applied in a preliminary way to the measurement of

stress in epitaxial silicon films on sapphire. The SOS system consists of a

set of three layers on a sapphire substrate. The silicon layer lies closest

to the sapphire followed by layers of SiO x and SiO 2. The results of the mea-

surements on SOS indicate that the data cannot be fitted without using

anisotropy values on the order of 3%. This is 30 times larger than for the

oxide on silicon. Another surprising result of this study is that the anisotropv

values vary drastically from point to point on the surface of the sapphire,

which we believe to be due to local variations in film thickness and to

random detachment of the silicon from the sapphire, causing shear stresses t''

be generated in the silicon films.

B. STRESS IN THERMAL OXIDES

Ellipsometric stress measurements were made on all oxidized samples listed

in Table 1. The resulting data are summarized in Table 15 and described mort

fully in Section 2.D.
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Table 15. Inner Layer and StrUss in ')xide Samplt,.

Stress Inntr I.dyt'r r Oxide
Wafer Anisotropy j o

dyne/era2  Illhit An,,., ,\ ndtc I'hit knc.s-, A In e

STF- 3- 1A -0.00071 -2.0 x 10 I h 11,820 1.461

- 1B -0.00088 -2.5 x 1I .... ) ( I 1.460

2A -0.00051 -1.4 x 11 ,"8(j 1 .462

- 2B -0.00090 . x 10 ' ' , ;.' 1.460

STF-3E- 1A -0.000031 -8.7 x 1()' -,,.V 1.458

1B 0 1 -'.u 1 .459

- 2A 0 ,',)' 1.458

- 2B 0 ' , 1.459

STF-11- 5 0.0012 +3.4 x li ..... n,-. 1.4(1

- 5A 0.00065 +1.8 x 10' .. . 1, 4 0i 1.460

- 6 0.0011 +3.1 x 10 9 1 ,40 1 .459
-18 0.0036 +1.0 x 10 1. ..1 1,57, 1.461

STF-12- 1 0 0 6 , 2,940 1 .459

- IB 0 0 4 2.92 2,940 1.461

- 2 -0.000059 -1.7 x 108 4 2.22 2,910 1.460

- 2B 0 0 5.5 3.0 2,900 1.462

- 3 0 0 6 3.1 2,790 1.459

- 3B 0.003 +8.4 x 108 3 1.8 2,800 1.459

- 4 -0.0023 -6.5 x 108 5.5 3.0 2,780 1.457

- 4B 0 0 5.5 3.0 2,770 1.458

STF-14- 2 0 0 5 2.81 2,470 1.464

- 4A -0.000014 -3.9 x 1.07 5 2.43 2,510 1.464

- 6A -0.000013 -3.7 x 107 4 2.33 2,530 1.463

-10 0 4 2.36 2,520 1.465

-10A -0.000008 -2.2 x 107  4 2.4 2,520 1.465

-IOB 0 0 4 2.37 2,530 1.460

STF-15-C -0.00030 -8.4 x 108  0.5 3.0 6,540 1.461

-E -0.00051 -1.4 x 109 3 2.8 9,130 1.461
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The sensitivity l the Stress measurc'ment t.2Clim (Iu i, 1 im it cL t e r t

ranges of oxide thickness (see Sect ion 2 . B). Inspect ion ot Tabl - 1 I iid, , .I

that only the wafers in lots SIi1-3 and -15 tall in the high-sensit ivit.

ranges. Therefore, only those wafers are considered to indicate Oxide stIL..z-

values accurately.

Figure 16 is a plot of measured oxide stress versus oxide thickness lor

as-grown thermal oxides in Vt STF-3 and -15. All of these wafers were grown ]

at 1100C in a wet 02 ambient and rapidly quenched after oxide growth. Ih

data indicates that stress increases monotonically with oxide thickness

over the range from 6,500 to 12,000 A. This is reasonable since the thinner

oxides are more deformable and can flex to relieve the inherent thermal strain.

The data square in Figure 16 shows the excellent agreement between the

ellipsometric stress measurement and tte value measured in Reference 1 for a

(100) oxide grown in wet 02* The slightly higher value given in Reference 1

may be due to the higher growth temperature (1200'C versus 1100 0C for this

work).

The effect of a 925C N2 anneal on the interfacial stress is shown in

Figure 17. The indicated stress reduction may be due to a re-equilibration of

the Si/SiO2 system at a lower temperature than the growth temperature (1100"C)

and a concomitant reduction in the cooling range from equilibrium to room

temperature. The re-equilibration mechanism may be a viscous flow of the

oxide, although studies have indicated that the viscous SiO 2 state is restricted

to temperatures above 965°C. Alternatively, the stress relaxation may be

associated with damage annealing at the Si/SiO2 interface.

C. CAPACITANCE-VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS

Lots STF-I and STF-14 were subjected to C-V r.. asurements to determine

a correlation between surface state concentration at the Si/SiO 2 interface and

growth conditions. Table 16 summarizes the growth/anneal conditions for the

wafers in each of these lots and the measured Q ss/q. Lot STF-11 consists otl a

wet oxidation of n-type Si, while STF-14 is a dry oxidation ot p-type Si.
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Figure 16. lnterfactal stress in Si/Si 2 system versus oxide thickness,
as grown at 1100%C.2
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Taible 10. Oxide Growth and Anneal Conditions, and

Measured Surface State Concentrations

for Lots STF-I1 and STF-14

Oxidation Conditions Anneal Q /q,

Conditions ss
%a Ie r Type

-2 1010
Temp, 0C Wet/Dry Quench Temp, °C Time cm x

S'I-1- 1 1100 W Y - - 2.9

Fil- 1 - 2 u 1100 W Y 925 30 6.6

SI-lI- 5 n 1100 W N - - 0.8

5FF-l1- 1 n 100 W N 925 30 1.9

SIF-11- 9 n 1000 W Y - - -0.8

STF-11-I0 n 1000 W4 Y 925 30 0.2

STF-11-13 n 1000 W N - - 5.8

STF-I1-14 n 1000 W N 925 30 0.1

STF-1I-17 n 925 W Y - 2.0

STF-l 1-18 n 925 W Y 925 30 1.4

STF-i1-2L n 925 W N - - 6.7

STF-i-22 n 925 W N 925 30 6.3

STF-14- I p 1100 D Y 1000 30 -0.9

STY-14- 3 p 1100 D Y 1000 60 -1.1

TF-14- 5 p 1100 1) Y 925 60 0

SIF-14- 7 p 1100 1 Y 925 120 0.4

51TF-14- 9 p 1100 D Y - - 1.2
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3U~C-stdtL con e.ntrat iono in lot ";I 1 --l 1 1 rom -0.8" X 10 1 to

x. 7 0 Lo cm -l _)With no ipparclnt cl-ireit i'll itt) ji;rOwth culndit ion-".I ,,

1 6 o Jl sows I tt cmptL:; ' 0o Corr 17 t 170 1l .nr. L~ L~ tL L: 11 roWt 1, t clljpt, I I U I

.ii tich r~itc, ind anneal te2mper1a tu. U o roreC .) is ObScrv'ahlc i n

these variaibles. The range of Q) /q lound in lot SH -Il i, -ippaircnt Iv, dueL,
ss

Lrregular it ies in cleaning anrd handling or to) process non-uni;,-miti es dujring!

-tilple prepara t ion. No conclusions can be reached rela t ing SUr I iCe-stalte o

,,,I (itiol to oxide growth conditions from lot 511--i 1.

S-V measurements were also made onl a p-type lot , STF-14 . Xiwafcrs ini

this; 1st were oxidized in dry (1, and quickly qJuenched af ter oxidait 1io1

(Table 16) . The lot was then split and annealed under viri ng L 0:11. it ion>-

F ghre 19 shows plots of Q) /q versus both i:nnval t inIL anrd temper. i nc . Ih

graphics indicate a strong decrease in Qs /q with increasl; fog aneal tine! and

temperature.

The oxide thicknesses targeted for lots STF-il1 and STE-I! were sulbsequunrl1'

found to be within a range it, which stress measuremennts could not ho made

rel iably (see Section 2 .B) . Therefore, no aitellpt was made to corre01lte tIe

observed C-V data with interfacial stress. LN*tilout this add it ional informat ion,

the source of the inter face s tate dens ityv varia t ions in lots STF-il and STE-I 4

cannot be uniquely identified.

D. STRESS IN SOS FILMS

Ellipsometric stress measurements wero made on various SOS5 wafers graded

by Union Carbide according to film quality; the datai are summarize'd in Table 17.

The (U31a 4ty grades seem to correlate most closely with compress ive st ress

valu- in the three samples drawn in the table. Thie highest-quailitv sample

"no haze") contains the most stress, with the poorest-qual ity wafer ( medium

haze") showing no measurable compressive stress. This would indicate that

slippage at the Si/Al 20 3interface is the stress reduction mechanism in So,,

resulting in a lowered value Of stress, but highly damaged Si. These data

suggest an SOS quality assurance technique that might he useful: mea'suring

stress in SOS films using the non-destruct ive el Lipsometr ioc technique to

ascertain quickly the quality of the grown ep itaxia I film.
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Table 17. Stress and Quality Grade in SOS Samples

Si Si Anisotropy Compressive Shear
Wafer Thickness, Stress, Stress, Grade

IIndex An I  An, dyne/cm 2  dyne/cm 2

SOS-10-1 4.00 4660 0.073 0.017 1.1 x 1010 2.6 x 109 No haze

SOS-12-2 3.90 4810 0 0.020 0 3.0 x 109 Medium
haze

SOS-13-4 3.91 4550 0.018 0.0031 2.7 x 109  4.7 x 108 Very light
haze

As discussed in Section 2.E, a high degree of convergence in the SOS

data analysis program requires that the local anisotropy in the film align

with the coordinate system determined by the wafer surface and the plane of

light incidence. No data are presented from wafer SOS-11 because no posi-

tion on this wafer could be found to yield reliably convergent data. In

addition, the poor convergence of the SOS-12 data is believed to be due to

this nonalignment problem.
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'.:'PENI'1X A

SXI'.[iNLNIAL. MI'Ttt)D

• , t i ion wt tcr. w-re mounted in a Rudolph nul Iing-typc

j". I I iA l e .i aLind ma., sured a ccording to the manufacturers inst ruc-

-, '.1 i , t.ikt'i t,, ,tnsure that the same "spot" on the film was measured

k ,,A II, IdCenc to avoid variations in film thickness and stress

at il ;!rInt 01a the tirtacc (if the film. The experimental data were

:I k i IIIg t. I aur-(Juadrant method 15 for highest accuracy and to prov id ,

l-t i.t ane-y check at each angle of incidence. The data were then iri,, -

lt's 'ed Lo obtain , and ,* and stored in the computer. The multiple-lng lt

a3isatrOpic data processing program was then applied to the datl set. Il lhis

procedure, the "operator" selects parameter search ranges for tilm thickne.ss,

refractive index, and anisotropy and for substrate retfractive index. The

machine then calculates and displays the values of the parameters that tit tiht

experimental data best and the degree of fit in terms of the leant-squares

error in £ and 4p. The operator can iterate twa parameters at a time t o Iind

the optimum fit and he can make a permanent record of the experimental data Ind

the parameters that best fit the data. If the data does not convcrge- well, a

second subroutine is available; this subroutine uses the best fit index, thick-

ness, and anisotropy data to generate a set Of L, +, values to compare with the

experimental A, data set. The differences are automatically printed, and

any gross discrepancies are easily observed. These erroneous data points can

be eliminated to form a new, truncated data set with better convergence pro-

erties. Whenever this method of data diagnosis has not worked, we have

assumed that the number of layers used in the data processing model was

incorrect.
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APPENI) IX B

THE EFFECT OF STRAIN-INDUCED ANISOTROPY IN THN FILMS
ON THE REFLECI'ION OF POLARIZED LIGHI

A. INTRODUCTION

The existence of optically anisotropic thin tilm structures and their

measurement by ellipsometric techniques have been reported by Den Engleston.
1 9

The films investigated consisted of an array ot monomolecular layers of w.l 1-

oriented molecules 2 0 which exhibit an ani-sotropv unrn lotcd t- tht- pruperties

of the substrate. We have reported the observatiou 1 (r,in-inducCd

anisotropy in optical films. 14 This etfevt is, ittriblt'd to L.ttice mLsMAtli

and thermal expansion coefficient ditiertnc is ,,twiin t l ii m aid tht, sub-

strate which give rise to strain in the tilm. 1 1h ntlr, !, tht , t rt,-. and

the attendant strain generated in thin ilm. bV thi-, mt., 11AI sm IiI ILu-ren wid ly

investigated,14,21-25 and stresses on th, rer ,I i x I 11 , tr !k (t11

observed in both compression and tension. A (,l uI it in - t ht, hi lngi in Ifilm

refractive index using this stress level and thl, hl- i -1 i.i t '-opt 1. .'.nstnilt

of common optical film materia Is where avo IllA ,i- t),o t ),t hin ige in

refractive index should be less than 0.5%.

An electromagnetic analysis of retlect ion Ir-tm a uniasiii nis itropl, iltM

with the optic axis of the film orthogonal t o the plane ol tIe i im has h cli
19

given by Den Engleston. We have expanded and appI ecd his nmodel t 0 a cal c1i-

tion of two specific anisotropy cases: perpendicular anisotropy (in which tLh

optic axis is perpendicular to the surface of the film and parallel to thi p' -'t

of incidence) and planar anisotropy (in which the optic axis lies in the planc

of the film and is perpendicular to the plane of incidence).

We have not evaluated the third case, in which the optic axis lies in th,

plane of the film and is parallel to the plane of incidence, because it is

expected to produce results similar to the case where the optic axis is normal

to the plane of the film.

These three orientations of the optic axes for a uniaxial material ore of

special theoretical interest in that they preserve the s and p polarization

states of the incident radiation: all other orientat ions mix in the polioriza-

tion states. This mixing leads to extreme complication both mathemati-ally and

experimentally.
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B. STRESS-INDUCED OPTICAL ANISOTROPY IN THIN FILMS

It a thin isotropic film of one solid material is deposited on a substrate

of another solid material at an elevated temperature, and if the materials

have different thermal expansion coefficients, then strain will exist at the

boundary between these materials after they have cooled to an ambient tempera-

ture. This would be true even if both materials had matching lattice

spacing, but the presence of lattice mismatch effects can either add to or
29

subtract from the thermally induced strain. It is the presence of strain in

the film (and substrate) which gives rise to optical anisotropy in tile film

(and substrate) via the elasto-optic effect. The theory of the elasto-optic
28

effect is described in general by a sixth rank tensor which relates the

change in refractive index in the medium to a strain induced in the medium.

For materials that are optically isotropic, the optical symmetry conditions

reduce the complexity of this matrix. The independent variables in tht-c

matrices, the elastic stresses or strains, are themselves fourth-rank rein-
30

sors which are simplified by the conditions of elastic isotropy. An

evaluation of the elastic tensor in terms of the elastic constants of the film

is needed befor the elasto-optic tensor can be employed.

C. ANALYSIS

Analysis of an anisotropic film is in general very difficult due to the

admixture of r and s polarized fields by the anisotropy of the film. However,

a more tractable problem occurs if the film exhibits uniaxial properties and

if the unique axis is either perpendicular to the surface of the film (per-

pendicular case) or parallel to the plane of the film and orthogonal to the

plane of incidence (planar case). Using the coordinate system ol Figure B-I

for these two cases, the index tensor can be expressed as:N0 0
or

= N 0 for the perpendicular case
or

0 0 N
ex
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N 0 0
ex

N = N 0 for the planar case.

0 0 N
e x

We will assume that the films and substrates are transparent in all cases.

1. Planar Anisotropy

To calculate the reflection coefficients for the r and s polarizations of

the film substrate system requires calculating the Fresnel coefficients of the

interfaces and the phase factor associated with traversal of the film for each

polarization. At the first interface (air-film), the reflection coefficients

are of the form

(i) cos i - N cos ex
r (B.1)

cos + N Cos 0ex

r (I) cos or - N or cos l(B.2)
cos or + Nor cos

at the film-substrate interface. Here and below, the symbols are as defined in

Table B-I.

r (2) N exCos qex - N s Cos 13r(2) - Nex coq ~ c 3 ( B.3)

i Nex cos ex + Ns Cs 3

r 2) N cos 13 - N cos
=(2) or 3 s or (B.4)

r T N or cos + N cos or
or 3 s o
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Table B-I. Symbol,

Ft film thickness

A wavelength in free air

N index of substrate
S

N ordinary index of refraction of the film

N extraordinary index of refraction of the film
ex

angle of incidence

ior angle of refraction in the film of the ordinary polarization

ex angle of refraction in the film of the extraordinary polarization

angle of refraction in the substrate
3

R the reflection coefficient of film substrate for s polarization

the reflection coefficient of the Ctm substrate for p polarization

o phase factor for the ordinary wavt

kI X phase factor for the extraordinary wave

The phase factors issociated with the twc polarizations are

2 F )1/2

i'" t14 (N x  
- sin '1 ).

t • t,. .
() " ()Y

The total rutlection COdt t ict, at tIh 1, Tla'.i tom

{ 2) -2i.
r

h ( B. 7)

j + r r
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and

I) (2) e i

II - (1.8R(1) (2) i
+ r r e

All angles other than 1 can be eliminated from R and R by using Snl I 's

law:

sin l = N or sin dor = Nex sin (ex = Ns sin (i. 9)

The ratio of R11 to R can be used to find the usual ellipsometric variables

A and 4 from:

- = tan y e (B.1O)R£

If a stress orthogonal to the plane of incidence is applied to the sub-

strate film combination, anisotropy can be induced in the film index. The

form of this anisotropy corresponds to our model of the planar case.

In principle, an unstressed film could be measured, a clamp (or equiva-

lent) used to stress the film in a fixture, and then the film remeasured.

The problem with this approach is that thermal effects in the fixture and

additional experimental uncertainties limit the accuracy of the result.-.

2. Perpendicular Anisotropy

Isotropic films deposited on isotropic substrates will, in general, be

anisotropic due to differential thermal expansion. Films are frequently

deposited at elevated substrate temperatures and then cooled to room tempera-

ture. The different ial thermal expansion between the film and subst rat(

produ( es an isotrop ic st ress in t he p1 lnu of the f I lm and therefore, bec i use

, t t 1e elasto-opt ic effect, products opt ircl I an isot ropy of tht ptk-penl j'ul,11

teorm. In this case, the s-polarized wae alwa "'ets" ,' c ostint irlcx N

as a fun t ion of angle of inc idence. The 1 plialrizti i 'I ,mpOlhlt , COMI)I,''' C,
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sees a varying index as a function of angle of incidence due to the anisotropy

of the film. Again, just as in the planar case, to calculate the reflection

coefficient of the film-substrate system only requires calculating the Fresnl]

coefficients at the interfaces and the phase factors for traversal of the

film.

The Fresnel coefficients of the film air interface are

Cos 1 - Nor cos or BAr , = + c o s o r
cos ilNor o

Cos N N -(2 sin )1/2

r r N -/e (B.12)
cos *i Nor Nex + (Nex - sin 2  1)

The Fresnel coefficients of the film substrate interface are

(2) Nor cos 0 - Ns cos I+

Nor cos 0 + N cos .3

-N N2 - sin 2  12 - N N cos
r,(2) e 1/2 or ex 3 (B.14)

N N - sin 2 I + N N cos 4s ex i) or ex 3

and the phase factors for traversal of the film are

K =2T F ( N2  -sin 
2  1/2 (B.15)

2A F N 1/2
t or N2 2

X= , N N ex sin '1B.lb)
ex
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R and R, can be calculated as before:

(1) (2) i2 1r± + r e

R i2B (B.17)
(1) (2) 2 LII.I1+ r± r L e

(1) (2) e i2
r +r e

= , ____,_____._____8 )___
R 111 (1) (2) i2831 Bl8

1 +r ri e

Inserting the expressions for the phase factors and the single surface

Fresnel coefficients into Eqs. B.17, B.18, and B.1O, R1 and R can be used to

calculate the parameters A and . As before, all angular variables (Cor' Iex'

and p3 ) can be eliminated by using a modified Snell's law.

In our analysis, we neglected those elasto-optic tensor terms that

describe the change in refractive index that occurs when a shear stress is

applied to the crystal. These shear stresses will be present in the thin

film 31 because the thermal expansion (contraction) stress is applied at the

film substrate interface, and the opposite film surface is a stress-relief or

btress-free surface. Under these conditions, a stress gradient is generated

normal to the film, with concomitant shear stresses. In the absence of

specific stress gradient data and elasto-optic data, a specific calculation

of this effect is not feasible.

The equations derived here have also been applied to the case of three

anisotropic films on an anisotropic substrate. The only tractable solutions

were found for the case where the optic axis of the substrate is aligned in the

plane of incidence. These equations are too lengthy to reproduce in this

report.
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APPENDIX C

PHOTOELAST i :t TY

A. THE STRESS-OP'IIC EFFECT

The stress-optic effect was used in this study to convert refractive index

anisotropy data into oxide film stress data. The theory of this effect

applied to thermal expansion coefficient mismatch stress generated in thin

films was presented in Ref. 14 and is summarized in Section C.II. The equa-

tions governing the change in refractive index due to stress are given by

N (N) (2q 2 ) (C.1)

1 3N )

LN2  (N)(qll + q (C.2)

N3  2 (N) ~i--(12) '

where N is the refractive index of the film, and the q.. are the stress optic

tensors. The total anisotropy is defined in our programs by the equation

IN = 'N2 - = N3 2Nl 2 = N 2 - q a (C.

For SiO 2 films, the stress-optic factor is given by

N 3

-'_- _ (! 12 l1.

From the work of Primak and Post 32 and Waxler, Horowitz, and Feldman
3 3

the values of q and q2 arc equal tc 0.43 x 10 - 1 3 cm 2/dyn and 2.70 x 10 - 13

c 2/dyn. The stress-optic factor is evaluated from Eq. C.4 using

8i



these values of qlI and q 12 and a value of 1.46 for the refract iv index tl

the oxide:

-3.55 x 101 3 cm2/dyn (C.)
0

The stress constant is calculated from Eq. C.6:

1+12 dnc2 )

0 = (-2.8 x 10 dyn/m 2) AN (C.7)

The results measured for samples STF-3-1 and -2 yielded anisotropies over the

range -0.00051 to -0.00090 and stress values over the range 1.43 x 109 dyn/cm
2

9 2to 2.53 x 10 dyn/cm . The positive sign on the stress values indicate that

they are compressive; this is in agreement with the linear thermal expansion

for quartz and silicon. The silicon shrinks much more than the SiO 2 on cooling

from 1l0°C to 20C and puts the SiO 2 film in compression.

In the case of silicon on sapphire, the stress-optic coefficients are not

known at 6328 A because the material is not transparent at this wavelength.

Using Eq. C.5 and changing the refractive index from 1.46 (SiO 2 ) to 3.8714 (Si),
11 2

we can estimate the stress-optic constant to be 1.511 x 10 dyn/cm . The

anisotropies measured for SOS samples were of the order of 0.07 yielding,

stress levels of the order of 1010 dyn/cm 2 for Si or A120 3'

B. THE ELASTO-OPTIC EFFECT

The change AN. in the refractive index measured along a principal1

coordinate direction i produced by strains E . is given by

1 3AN 1 N)( +~ P L
10 = () ( 1 1 1  12 i22 12 3

AN2 - N ( ) (Pl , + 11 + Pl ((].8)

1 3

AN3  = (No) (12 1 + P
2 o 12 1 12 ]3
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where P.. is the elasto-optic tensor. In this analysis, the effect of shear
iJ

strains is assumed to be negligible. A similar set of equations can be

written for the relationship between the stress 01 and the strain c. induced
J

in an elastic medium in terms of the compliance tensor S..:
ii

I = S11aI + S1 2o 2 + S1 2 a 3

2= S1 2C51 + S11o 2 + S1203 (C.9)

3 = S1 2 aI + S12o2 + S1103

Eqs. C.8 and C.9 are valid for either an isotropic (solid such as fused

quartz) or a cubic lattice (such as diamond or silicon). In the case of strain

induced by thermal expansion (contraction) in a thin film, the stress normal

to the surface of the film must be zero (i.e., o1 = 0) and the other stresses

must be equal (i.e., 02 = 03). This reduces the strain equations to the form

6i= 2 S 12o 2

E 2  = 3 = (S1 1 + S12) 02 (C.10)

and yields the relationship between the strain

= [2 S, 2
1 (SI +12)1

normal to the plane of the film E1 and the strain parallel to the plane of the

film C2 The strain in the film (and in the adjacent substrate) is calculated

from the relationship.

= -- - ) t
2 = (s f t (CA1)
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where xf is the thermal expansion coefficient or the u:iin iilm, ts is the

thermal expansion coefficient of the substrate, and At is the temperature drop

of the structure after fabrication. (An additional strain t2 can also occur

due to lattice mismatch.) The symmetry arguments which led to Eq. (C.10) also

simplify Eq. C.8 to the form

AN, = -I (NO) (P1 161 + 2p1

AN1 =A c 3

2  3  2 ()3 ('1 2t + ('11 + '12 ) E2)

Using Eq. C.12 to evaluate E2, Eq. C.11 to evaluate £1, and Eq. C.13 to
evaluate the refractive index changes AN and AN we can determine the

anisotropy in the refractive index of a thin film generated by a difference

in the thermal expansion coefficients of the film and substrate materials.

Using the linear thermal expansion factor for silicon and SiO 2 over the thermal

cooling range 1100'C to 20°C, the strain c 2 in Eq. C.12 has the value

-2.45 x 10 - 3 and the ratio of E1/£2 in Eq. C.11 has the value -0.375. Solving

for the birefringence AN2 - AN1 of Eq. C.13, we obtain AN = AN 2 - AN, =

-0.00036. This estimate of the thermal expansion induced anisotropy in the

oxide film lies slightly below the range of the anisotropy values measured for

the oxide film on silicon. The additional anisotropy observed in these films

may be due to lattice mismatch strain effects as well as to thermal expansion

strain effects. The latter effects can be partially annealed out, but the

former are permanent.

If the stress-optic constant C = 3.56 x 10 (dyn/cm ) is multiplied

by the stress value T = 2 x 109 dyn/cm 2 observed in SiO 2 films by other

methods,3 2 ' 3 3 the birefringence has a value of N - N = -0.00070, which fa]1O e

near the top of the range of anisotropy values measured here. The fact that

the total anisotropy predicted this way is larger than that predicted by therm i

expansion theory supports the thesis that lattice mismatch effects increase

the strain and the anisotropy.
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APPENDIX D

RETROSPECTION: EARLY ANISOTROPY PREDICTIONS

In our earliest calculations of the effects of strain-induced anisotropy

in oxide films on silicon, we used a simple model of an anisotropic oxide film

on a silicon substrate. We calculated the ellipsometric parameters A and 9

for each oxide film thickness, and we processed the data in the National Bureau

of Standards McCracken program to obtain a simulation of the measurement

process. The results for two anisotropies are given in Figures D-l, D-2, D-3,

and D-4. These curves predicted large deviations from the "true" refractive

index at specific film thicknesses and specific angles of incidence.

When experimental measurements were performed on appropriate oxide

samples, the data and the theory were widely divergent. A search of the

scientific literature gave the results of Cordes and Taft 1 2 which evaluated

the ellipsometric effect of an inner layer between the oxide layer and the

silicon substrate. This layer produced deviations in the measured refractive

index that were larger than those predicted for anisotropy alone. This result

forced development of a new approach to the analysis of oxide films on silicon.

The results of this effort are the multiple-angle ellipsometric techniques

discussed earlier. The summary of the sensitivity of this method for evaluat-

ing anisotropy is given in Figure D-4.

Our early theoretical model for stress-induced anisotropy in films pre-

dicted that the changes in A and due to stress would be most easily

observable at multiples of the resonant film thickness given by the formula:

A T = A (N2 - ,. - 1

where A is the optical wavelength, N is the refractive index of the film, and

, is the angle of incidence of the light. In the case of an SiO2 film me:isured

at an angle of incidence of 700, A T has a value of 2832 A. We see that ..1

corresponds to the first discontinuity in Figures 1)-I and D-2. At this early

period in the program, we mainly assumed that the "best" anisotropic effects

would be observed at thicknesses that were integer or half-integer multiples

of 2832 A. We have plotted these thickness values as vertical lines on

Figure D-4. ft is interesting that some of these film thicknesses corrospond
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to "good" places to measure anisotropy and others to bad places. Thus the

simple AT rule of thumb is not adequate for predicting the optimum film thick-

ness for measuring anisotropy, but it was correct in about half of the cases.

The growth of the sensitivity to anisotropy with increasing film thickness in

Figure D-4 is not unexpected because the increased optical path length in

thicker films gives rise to larger anisotropic phase shifts. The width of the

maximum is probably due to the shifting together of adjacent peaks which

would have existed in the absence of the inner layer effects.
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